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I. ABSTRACT

The sense of touch is the first sense to develop in the

human fetus, and plays a central role in the earliest inter-

actions of infants with their surroundings. In later life, the

tactile sense allows us to feel shapes, textures, temperatures,

and pain, and we use these sensations to haptically explore

the world around us, manipulate objects, and operate tools.

However, touch can also be hedonically pleasant, such as

the smooth feel of finely crafted piece of wooden furniture,

or the subtleness of a silk dress. Moreover, touch is a central

modality in human-to-human communication. Social touch,

as it occurs between humans, can serve as an intensifier

of emotional displays from other modalities, and can be

used to communicate discrete positive or negative emotions.

Moreover, social touch can have effects on compliance to

requests, and can have stress reducing effects.

Recent advances in haptic technology have spurred the

development of interfaces and prototypes that aim to mediate

touch in a broad sense. For example, advanced, six degrees-

of-freedom force feedback joysticks for remote surgery,

game controllers that give vibrotactile feedback about oc-

currences in a game, vibrotactile pens that can generate

different texture sensations, and hugging vests that can

deliver a hug at a distance. Haptic feedback offers a viable

approach for adding a rich affective channel to interac-

tion with digital systems, and for remote communication.

Furthermore, haptic feedback may offer new opportunities

for affective communication with robots and virtual agents.

While haptics research has known a strong tradition of

studying the use of haptic interfaces for tele-operation uses,

the study of affective consequences of haptic feedback is

relatively novel. Some studies have already demonstrated

that affective states and discrete emotions can be commu-

nicated through haptic feedback, that haptic feedback can

enhance feelings of social presence in collaborative settings,

and that haptic sensations can change product perceptions.

However, considerable work still remains in the empirical

study of affective consequences of mediated touch, as well

as the exploration of new interaction possibilities with haptic

feedback, and the exploration of novel application areas.

The main aim of this first workshop on Mediated Touch

and Affect (MeTA) is to bring together researchers from

diverse communities, such as affective computing, hap-

tics, augmented reality, communication, design, psychology,

human-robot interaction, and telepresence. The goal is to

discuss the current state of research on mediated touch

and affect and to formulate a research agenda for future

directions in research on aspects of the touch-technology-

affect triangle (as it is exemplified in mediated social touch).

The central question here is how touch can best be mediated

in order to elicit particular affective responses in the recip-

ient of the touch, considering different contextual factors.

During the workshop we will consider questions related

to human tactile perception (e.g. how do people perceive

different tactile stimulations?), haptic technology (e.g. how

can actuators be used to simulate touch?), and affective

responses (e.g. how do people respond affectively to tactile

sensations?). The workshop will focus on oral presentations

of submitted work and will use these presentations as input

for the discussion of different topics related to mediated

touch and affect. Furthermore, we will highlight good case

studies, reflect on the methodological issues, and brainstorm

about applications.
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